Eikon Digest

Amplifying the signal above the noise.

Introducing Eikon Digest, a customised digest of the most relevant news, research,
data and information from across Eikon.
With exclusive access to Reuters, the world’s leading provider of news and financial insight, as well as over 7,500 additional pertinent
sources, your Eikon Digest covers the markets including equities, commodities, fixed income and foreign exchange, companies and
regions that matter most to you in a concise and easily digestible format, available in real time within Eikon and as a snapshot via email
at scheduled times of your choosing.
Leveraging a unique combination of artificial intelligence and editorial curation, Eikon Digest distills the most important news into a
single view that amplifies the signal, not the noise, to inform your decisions and enable your actions.

Sample of Eikon Digest
in email format

Content in your Eikon Digest is
fully customized based on
factors such as region, industry
and portfolio.

Quick links provide easy
access to the full story on
Eikon desktop, Web or mobile.

Your Eikon Digest content is
available in real time within
the Top News app in Eikon.
If you have multiple digests
set up, a drop-down menu will
appear where you will be able
to toggle between them.

Eikon Digest

Setting up your Eikon Digest
Setting up your personal Eikon Digest only takes a few moments and is easily managed via the Alerts app in Eikon. You can create
as many customized digests as you wish.

1.	Access the Alerts app from the
Eikon menu bar.
2. Select Create New Alert.
If this is the first time you’ve
set up an email alert, you will
be prompted to first enter and
validate your email address.
6.	Decide when you’d like to
receive your digest.

7.	Enter a name for the digest
along with an expiry date.
8. Click Set.

3. Select Eikon Digest.
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4.	Customize your Digest with a
range of content filters including
specific asset classes, companies
and regions.

5.	You can opt to receive just
the news headlines or with
short summaries.

Any news and research language filters applied through the main Eikon Settings will also apply to content in your Eikon
Digest, provided these are set before creating the digest.

Manage your existing Eikon Digest subscriptions

1. Click Alert Manager.

2.	Roll over on the subscription you wish
to suspend, amend or delete.
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 lick on pause icon to suspend email delivery.
C
Click on pen icon to edit the specific digest preferences.
Click on trash icon to delete the subscription altogether.
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